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Aggressiveness, anxiety and drugs

SIR: Kirov (Journal, December 1989, 155, 846)
equates the control of anxiety and aggression: drugs
which control anxiety control aggression, and those
which aggravate anxiety aggravate aggression.

Clinically, this is often not true, particularly in the
field of child protection from abusive carers. Alcohol
or tranquillisers can make the parent/carer more
dangerous. The mechanism for this is that the parent
already hates, resents, or is frustrated by the depen
dent child. Theoretically, the aggression itself could
be dulled by the anti-anxiety drug (alcohol, benzo
diazepine or barbiturate). However, cortical res
traint is also damped down, releasingor aggravating
whatever aggressive propensities remain.

This throws a caution on Professor Kirov's last
paragraph, in which optimism is expressed that anti
anxiety drugs will control aggression.

JACK E. OLIVER
Burderop Hospital
Wroughton
Swindon, Wilts SN4 OQA

Limitations of double-blind trials

SIR: Newcombe (Journal, February 1990, 156, 282),
in his letter on double-blind trials, continues to
defend randomised controlled trials in psychiatric
research (Newcombe, 1988), without apparently
recognising their limitations (Kramer & Shapiro,
1984). In particular, he does not accept the fallibility
of the double-blind and criticises Oxtoby et al's
(1989) suggestion that the ability of participants to
guess their drug status should be used as a retro
spective criterion to exclude certain results. Dr
Newcombe's caution about this latter suggestion is
justified, although the recording of guesses of
whether patients were taking active drugs or placebo
can be of value. As a recent example, Marks et al
(1988) found that assessors' guesses after the end of
treatment were mostly right. They did not assess the
blindness of patients but suggested that such checks
might yield similarly sobering data. Moreover,
Oxtoby et al(l989) advocate reworking resultswhen
tbc double-blindness has been disnroven. and the
of its efforts is a lot more complicated than Leff sup
poses. For example, in the Kasongo vaccination pro
ject in Zaire (Kasongo Project Team, 1981), while a
high coverage of measles immunisations was
achieved and led to a noticeable reduction in measles
mortality, the overall mortality was not affected. The
same number of children perished, but from other
causes. Was the medical intervention successful? By
what criteriado wejudge?

know whether the issues that Dr Newcombe raises
about upsetting the randomisation and similar
problems would be relevant to this study.

Perhaps a more appropriate conclusion to draw
from this debate is that clinical trials are unlikely to
be definitive in the scientificsense that DrNewcombe
would like. Interpretation of results is inevitably im
portant, which may explain why there is so much
controversy about the effectiveness of psychiatric
treatment.
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Reviewingreviewers
Sm: I am writing to defend Macdiannid's review of
Ellenberger's The Discovery of the Unconscious
(Journal, January 1990, 156, 135â€”139)against what I
consider to be a naive and rather arrogant criticism
by Brooks (Journal,May 1990, 156, 747).

I would consider that skimming, followed by selec
live â€˜¿�dipping', is an important part of the reviewers
art. This may indeed proceed to more thorough read
ing and re-reading, depending on the nature and
meritsof the text beingconsidered. Macdiarmidhim
self clearly appreciated this long book as a reference
text and for selective re-reading. In this he was re
alistic as well as admirably honest.

I tsske icene with the eiicoeetic,n that reuiew.r@ miiaj
paper which, contrary to Leff's interpretation,
neitheridealises nor romanticises insanity, but rather
demonstrates how intellectual innovation can arise
from a particularsociety's reponse to the inversion of
normal behaviour by two messianic leaders who cx
periencedepisodes of psychosis.

Dr Littlewood's review includes some suggestions
on how clinically applied anthropology can, for
example, enhance the role of the liaison psychiatrist
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